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OUTSTANDING FEATURES 

OF RICOHMITE BBE 

···· · · · ·· Needl e -sharp Rikenon F/ 1.8 13mm. Standard lens. Uni
focus allows rapid photography. For the discriminating 
amateur, there are the Rikenon F 1.8 9.1 mm. (wide angle) 
and Rikenon F / 1.8 22.1 mm. (telephoto) conversion lenses . 

. ...... " Accurate and rapid exposure readings allow absolute 

exposure control over both color and blak & white pho· 
togra ph y. 

··· ·· ··· The multi-purpose VIEWFINDER can also be used with 
both the Rikenon wide angle and telephoto lenses . 

. ........ Precision electric motor drive eliminates time-consuming 

spring winding . 

. . . ····· ·The built-in mobil ity, portability and featherweight fea
tures of RICOHMITE 88E has mode the 8mm. camero a 
doily accessory. 



PRINCIPAL PARTS 1) Electric Eye Window 

2) Viewfinder Window 

3) Rikenon F/ 1.8 13mm. Standard Lens 

4) F/ Stop Dial 

5) Cover Lock Tab 

6) Shutter Release Button 



7) ASA Number Dial 

8) Shutter Release Button Lock 

9 ) Battery Compartment Cover 

10) Battery Comportment Cover 

11) Viewfinder Eyepiece 

12) Footage Inbicotor 



13) Film Gate 
14) Film Pressure Plate 
15) Film Pressure Plate Holde r 
16) Film Guide 
17) Feed Spindle 
18) Cover Lock Stop 
19) Footage Indicator Control Lever 
20) Take-up Spool 
21) Take-up Spindle 
22) Tripod Screw-in Bushing 



8 MILLIMETER fiLM 

The film used in ammo movies is 16mm. (0.63 
in.) wide and 7.5 meters (25 ft.) long with 
perforations on both sides of the film. Only one
half of this width is exposed at one time. Then, 
the entire film is turned over to expose the 
other unexposed half of the film. 

After developing , the entire film strip is sli
ced down the middle and the two half strips 
are spliced end to end with the perforations on 
one side only, to form one 50 ft. long roll 
of ammo film. 

The screening time for one reel (50 ft.) of 
ammo film is 4 minutes. 

I--------Whole Length 9.6m. (36 ft.) -------l~ 

I-___ --: Exposed Length ____ ---<~ 
7.5m. (25 ft.) X 2 
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Leader Length 
1.05m. (3ft. 5 in.) 
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LOADING RICOHMITE 88 E 

AV OID DIRECT SUNLIGHT 
ALWAYS LOAD AND UNLOAD FILM IN 
SUBDUED LIGHT OR SHADE 

Place the camera on your 10 p or on 
some soft, thick material to prevent any 
damage to camera controls. Pull the 
SHUTTER RELEASE BUTTON LOCK (Fig . 
CD). This precaution prevents accidental 
release of the camera while loading and 
unloading the camera. 
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1) Posh on the BATTERY 
COMPARTMENT COVER 
BUTTON with your finger 
and open the BATTERY 
COMPARTMENT COVER. 
Insert two 1.5 volt penlite 
batteries in the manner of 
the drawing inside the 
BATTERY COMPARMENT 
(Fig. ®). Snap the BATTERY 
COMPARTMENT COVER 
shut. Do not use flashlight 

batteries. 
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2) Raise up the COVER 
LOCK TAB and give it a 
quarter turn to the left 
and remove the COVER 
(Fig. @l. 

3) Take out the TAKE
UP SPOOL on the TAKE
UP SPINDLE. 

4) Carefully remove the 
rubber band 'or seal fram 
the new rcll of 8mm. film 
while holding down the 
loose leader end. (The 
leader is an entirely extra 
3 ft. long strip of film 
attached to both ends of 
a new roll of 8mm. film 
to prevent any accidental 
exposure of the net 25 ft. 
of film you will use in 
photography.) Then, while 



holding on to the leader 
end, unroll carefully a bout 
10 inches of the film lea
der (Fig. @). Insert the tip, 
with the dull·calored side 
(or emulsion side) of the 
f ilm (facing autward). into 
the TAKE-UP SPOOL slot 
and turn the SPOOL a 
f ew times clockwise so the 
inserted film end will not 
come loose (Fig. @ ). 

5) Hold both the TAKE
UP SPOOL and first place 
the TAKE-UP SPINDLE. Next, 
open the FILM PRESSURE 
PLATE by just flipp ing 
sidewise the FILM PRESSURE 
PLATE HOLDER. Insert the 
film in the FILM GATE 
securely (Fig. @) and 
let close the FOOTAGE 
INDICATOR CONTROL 
LEVER place the FEED 
SPOOL on the FEED 
SPINDLE (Fig. 0 ). 

6) After both spoc:s are 
securely in place, check to 
make sure that the film is 
pro perly threaded end the 
FILM ADVANCE CLAW is 
centered with the film 
perforations. 
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7) Pull the SHUTTER RELEASE BUTTON to unlock it. With the 

COVER off, hold the camero with the FILM COMPARTMENT face 

up and depress the SHUTTER RELEASE BUTTON just long enough 

to determine if the film is being advanced correctly (Fig. ®). 
Push forwards the SHUTTER RELEASE BUTTON LOCK to lock the 

shutter for safety sake. This SHUTTER RELEASE BUTTON LOCK 

can be used in two ways. It can be used as a lock or it can 

serve as a lock for continuous shooting, the SHUTTER RELEASE 

BUTTON LOCK is locked after the SHUTTER RELEASE BUTTON is 

depressed. 

8) Replace the COVER, turn the COVER LOCK TAB to the right 

a quarter turn and then fold the TAB flat against the COVER. 

9) Unlock the SHUTTER RELEASE BUTTON LOCK. While look-

ing at the FOOTAGE INDICATOR, depress the SHUTTER RELEASE 

BUTTON until the FOOTAGE INDICATOR needle shows the start 

number "25 ft." (Fig. ®). 
This FOOTAGE INDICATOR always only shows the number of un

exposed or remaining footage. The camero is now ready for 

use. 

I Ft 0 5 10 15 20 25 1 
~¥ 
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REVERSING THE fILM 
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After the f i rst 25 ft. of fi lm has been exposed, the film 
is reversed in the following manner. 

1) After the FOOTAGE INDICATOR shows " 0 " (Fig . @»), run 
the camera for about 15 seconds to prevent any premature 
exposure or ~ossible loss of important subject material . Then, 
lock the SHUTTER RELEASE BUTTON LOCK. 

2) Raise up the COVER LOCK TAB and turn the COVER 
LOCK to the left to open the COVER. 

3) Carefu ~ ly remov > lhe full SPOOL so that it does not 
unravel. Turn over this SPOOL so that you can see the 
number " 2" (Fig . @). Whil e holding the FOOTAGE INDICATOR 
CONTROL LEVER back, remove the empty SPOOL. Corefully 
cnroll about 25cm. (10 inches) of the f ilm leader. Insert the 
tip, with the dLiI-colared side (or emLision side) of the film 
(facing outward), into the TAKE-UP SPOOL slot and turn the 
SPOOL a f ew times dockw:se so the inserted end will not 
come loose. 

Both spoels hove identical notched holes. On one side of the 
SPOOL, there is 0 3-notched hole and on the other side 
o 4-notched hole. T his is a foolproof arrongement to prevent 
any possible mistak e in loading and reversing film. Place 
SPOOLS inside. 

4) Unlock the SHUTTER RELEASE BUTTON LOCK . With the 
COVER off, run the camera just long enough to determine if 
the film is advancing correctly. 

5) Replace the camera COVER in the reverse manner of 
opening the camera. 
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UNLOADING RICOHMITE 88 E 

I) When all 50 ft. af the film has been expased 
and the FOOTAGE INDICATOR shows " 0 " , run the 
motor about 15 seconds to completely wind ony re
maining footage of film. 

2) Open the COVER in the manner described pre 
viously (Fig . @ ). In removing the exposed film, be 
careful that the roll of exposed film does not un
ravel accidentally. It is best to re-bind it with a rub
ber band immediately to prevent the film roll from 
unrolling and return to original container. 



RIKENON F/ 1.B 13 MM. 
STANDARD LENS 

The versatile Rilcenon F/ 1.8 13mm. standard lens 
offers maximum efficiency in a variety of photographic 
situations. 

The specially designed uni-focus lens guarantees 
spur-of-the-moment shooting of rapid action subject 
material. In other words, your RICOHMITE 88E is al
ways JOHNNY-ON-THE-SPOT. 

By attaching the Rikenon F/ 1.8 9.1 mm. wide angle 
or the Rikenon F / 1.8 22.1 mm. telephoto, your 
RICOHMITE 88E becomes an all purpose 8mm. camera 
capable of numerous 8mm. techniques. (Fig. @ ). 
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ELECTRIC EYE 
The built-in electronic brain gives you split-second 

and continuous exposure readings at all times without 
once taking your eyes off the subject material. 
By moving the F/ sTOP DIAL, the electric eye needle 
is always kept between the two black lines. As long 
as the needle is within the two black lines the expo
sure is always correct. 

VIEWFINDER 
The multi-purpose VIEWFINDER on the RICOHMITE 

88E can be used with any Rikenon conversion lens 
without any change or attachment whatsoever. The 
frame outline you see in the VIEWFINDER indicates 
which frame outline to use with a particular con
version lens. The RED outline is used with the Rike
non F I 1.8 9.1 mm. wide angle lens, the WHITE outline 
with the standard 13mm. lens and the YELLOW out
line with the 22.1 mm. telephoto lens, respectively. In 
other words, the RED frame outline indicates that the 
9.1 mm. wide angle lens covers the widest area and 
the YELLOW frame outline indicates that the 22.1 mm. 
telephoto lens photographs the smallest area. 



ELECTRIC MOTOR DRIVE 

The most ottroctive feoture of on electric 
motor drive is thot it enobles 25 ft. (or 2 
minutes ond 5 seconds of projection time) 
of continuous, non-stop shooting. 

In the spring drive comera, the spring 
must be wound afte r every shot. Therefore , 
when shooting long, continuous action, the 
electric motor drive enjoys absolute superi
ority over the spring drive camera. 

To be on the sofe side, olways chonge 
to a fresh .. ,t of new batteries after taking 
3 rolls. 

15 
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HOLDING YOUR RICOHMITE 8~ E 

As a considerable omount of shooting will be done 
with the camera hand-held, always bring the camera 
close to you, with your arms jammed solidly against 
your chest or sides and the back of the camera 
pressed against your cheeks. 

Any erratic movements of the camera will result 
in shaky and eye·fatiguing movies. This is because 
when Smm. film is projected and magnified on the 
screen, any movement of the camera will also be 
magnified many hundred of times, 

Circumstances permilting, try as much as possible 
to use a tripod or some flat, solid surface when you 
take movies. 



TAKING 
THE MOVIE 

I) Take off the lens cap. 
(fi, . @). 

2) Adjust the ASA number 
of the film with the black 

dot an the ASA NUMBER 

DIAL. (Fig . @). 
3) Unlock the SHUTTER RE

LEASE BUTTON LOCK. 
4) Carefully frame your 

subject material within the 
colored frame which corres
ponds with the type of lens 

you ore using . 

5) Revolve the f I STOP 
DIAL until the VIEWFINDER 
needle is between the two 
black lines. As lighting con
ditions change as you move, 
keep the needle between the 

black lines. (Fig. @). 
6) Hold the camera in such 

a manner as to suit the loco
ticn of y"ur subj"t materi
al and GENTLY depr<ss the 
SHUTTER RELEASE BUTTON. 
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THE ART OF 8 MM. 
The Length of a Cut 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

The overage lenglh of a cuI is usually anywhere belween 5 10 10 
seconds dep.nding on Ihe localion and subjecl malerial. 

The longer culs are usually used in expressing on emolional Iheme 
requiring long presenlalion. The shorler cUls are chiefly used 10 

canlrol or odd lempo 10 Ihe slory. 
II is somelimes difficull 10 judge Ihe lenglh of a shol during shool

ing because even a brief shot seems like a long shot. 
If you are a beginner, you should use a tripod and time your cuts 

~ with a slopwatch. As you re-
peat this, you will soon acquire 
some ideo of the length of your 
culs. The distance of subject 
material is classified into five 
basic types - - - long shot (dis
tant scenery), semi-long shot, 
medium shot, semi·close-u pond 
close-up. 

I) Long Shot (L. S.) Used in 
interpreting the location or scale 
of the particular scenery. It 
provides sentimental background 
to a story. 8mm. long shots ora 
not effective b~cause of Ihe re
lalive shorl focal lenglh of ammo 
lens and ils small frame size. 
Therafore, try to use medium 
and semi-close-u p shots as much 
as possible and go sparingly 
wilh long shols. 

2) Semi-Long Shot (S. L.) In 
a semj·long shot, one can bare· 
Iy distinguish a human subject 
in the foreground of a land
scape shot. 
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3)Me d lum Shot 1M. S.) Scenery 
at intermediate distance where 
the human subject appears full 
length and distinguishable. 

4) Seml-Close-UpIS. C.) Here, 
the human subject is partrait 
size. The preceding M. S. and 
S. C. shots give ample details 
to the audience. In any movie, 
these two ty pes of shots form 
the backbone of the whole 
story. 

S) Close-UPIC. U.) This is u.u
ally a clo.e-up shot of the main 
topic of the .tory. If the main 
to pic i. a human subject, this cut 
u.ually .hows his facial expres
sion. 

Slip.hod or proper sequence 
of these all important shots can 
either make or break a movie. 
An example of a typical combi
nation of .hots in an average 
scene is ...... long .hot .. .. ··semi-
long .hot .... " medium .hot· · · .. · 
close-up. 
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PANORAMIC PHOTOGRAPHY 

Panning is a slow uninterrupted shot around a cammon pivotal 
point···· .. from left to right, right to left or from top to bollom. 

It is no exaggeration to say that the true enjoyment of shooting 
8mm. movies lies in the technique of panning. 

The knack of correct panning is in the position of your feet. If 
you are panning from right to left, point both feet (slightly apart) 
toward the left and, point your feet toward the right when panning 
from left to right. In both cases, do not move the feet but just 
twist the upper part of your body. 

Of course, it is needl<ss to say that you should make it a habit 
to first look thro"gh the VIEWFINDER and go through a " dry run" 
or rehearsal to decide on the path of the pan before you actually 
shoot the panorama. 

In panning, be extra careful the camera is not tilted in any di
rection because unlike still photography, ammo film cannot be trimmed. 
Even when using a tripoa, make doubly sure the tripod is always 
on a flat horizontal plane before attaching the camera. 

Always move the camera at one slow and steady speed ond 
avoid ony jerky or fast movements. The time required in panning 
depends on the overall angle you intend to shoot. The rule is 
to shoot 3 or 5 seconds of film before beginning a pan and after 
ot the end of a pan. This introduces what is to come and also 
esta blishes the climax or purpose of the particular panning. 

(JO 
GO 
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Ponning from right to left Panning from left to right 



EXPOSURE IN CINE MOVIES 

The ELECTRIC EYE WINDOW of the RICOHMITE 
SSE automatically measures the slightest change 
in lighting cond itions. However, in scenes of 
strang light and dark contrast, always concentrate 
on the main subject material. 

In shooting subject material against a bright 
window or in a shade (on a fine day), the 
ELECTRIC EYE WINDOW is liable to measure too 
much of the bright light and not enough of the 
light from the dark subject. Therefore, the knack 
is to either close in on the dark subject materi
al, change camera position or make the ' neces
sary Fl stop ollowance on the F/ sTOP DIAL. 
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THE USE OF FILTERS 
Filters are colored glass which change the amount and quality 

of light reaching the film through the lens. In still photography, 
faults in black & white film can be corrected to a great extent 
through dark room techniques. But, the same can not be said about 
8mm. films. Therefore, the proper use of filters will add much 
mare to the success of your movies. 

Filters are very effective outdoors on a fine day but, in cloudy 
or rainy weather filters are of very little sense. Snow and beach 
scenes can be beautifully interpreted with the proper use of filters . 

• UV Filter (both B-&-W and color film) 
The UV filter is a colorless filter which absorbs invisible ultra

violet rays so that distant views, and subjects under strong sunlight 
will turn out clear. It absorbs excessive blueness so is ideal for 
average color photography. 

Make it a practise to keep the UV filter on the lEns at all times 
to prevent any damage to the lens . 

• Yellow 2 Filter (B-&-W only) 
This filter absorbs ultra-vielet rays, b!uish purple and a part of 

blue but admits red and yellow. It darkens the sky and makes 
the white clouds prominent. 

This filter is used most often when taking scenery with a blue sky 
background, human subjects and in snapshot photography. 
Without this filter, the cloud" would disappear and the whole sky 
would turn out white . 

• Conversion A Filter (color only) 
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Use this filter when Tungsten-type Kodachrome is used in daylight 
photog ra phy. 

The UV requires no exposure allowances but all other require 
exposure corrections according to the subject material, light source 
and the film used. 



COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY 

Basically, there are two types of color film •..... 
daylight ond tungsten . There are two types because 
of the difference in light source and color tempera
ture. 

The c!aylight (type film is ~designed to render the 
proper color balance during the brightest hours on 
a fine day····· · from 10 a . m. to 3 p. m. The UV 
filter left on the camero ot 011 times, checks any 
bluish effect of ultra-violet rays or skylight on day
light film prevalent in fine weather. 

On the other hand, the tungsten type film is design
ed to produce the proper color balance for shooting 
subject material such os stage or night scenery under 
speciol photogrophic lamps. If used in daylight, 
the subject moteriol will be covered with deep blue. 
If the tungsten type is used under regulor home 
tungsten lomps, the movie will turn out reddish. In 
both of these cases a color temperature conversion 
filter is used to correct this discrepancy in color 
temperatures . 
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8 MM. NIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY 
The advent of su;>er high sp.ed ASA 200 ammo monochrome 

film has open,d up on enfr>ly new ammo field in indoor and night 
photography. 

Tw:lig~t scenery, neon signs, g.neral illumination and fireworks 
or, termed night p~otog ra phy . 

For indoor 'Cnd n:ght photography, ask your neighborhood camero 
dealer for the £XpOSUr3 inLorma tion yeu need when you buy ammo 
film. 



TITLE 
PHOTOGRAPHY 

Your titles give your movies pc rsonality and introduces or 
explains scenes in your story. 

In making appropriate titles for your movies, a complete 
ready.made ti tling kit may be used or perhaps, if ycu are 
mechanically minded, you could design and make your own 
titling equipment. 

In your titles, either block poster color on lustHless white 
drawing paper or white poster color en black. pa inted drawing 
paper may be used as color schemes. 

If you desire a moving backgreund in ycur title , sandw:ch 
your title between two perfectly flat gloss plates and place 
it between the moving background end ycur camero. 

The standard length of a .:tIe is usually abcut 5 seconds. 
It is standard procedure to make the main title slightly longer 
than five seconds and the end t itle a I:ltle shorter. 

8 MM. EDITING 

After the amm o film is returned to yeu from the processing 
laboratory, it can be projected immediately. However, witho ut 
adding proper titles, putting the cuts in sequence and cutting 
out unwanted parts, your movies will laclc the true qual;ties 
of a good movie . 

Editing is done with a sp licer (a mechanism to cut and jo in 
film), viewer or editor. To avoid too many splices, make °it 
a practise to write scripts before sheoting any type of movie . 
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THE CARE OF YOUR CAMERA 

1) When not in use for long periods of time, 
always keep the RICOH "'ITE 88E in its leather 
case, remove the batteries from the camera and 
place the lens cap over the lens. 

2) Brush lens lightly with a lens brush and wipe 
fingerprints off with soft chamois, soft bleached 
cotton or gauze daubed with a little alcohol 
applied with a circular motion beginning at the 
center and working outward. 

3) When you have taken photographs by the 
seashore or in wet weather, always wipe the 
camera thoroughly before putting it away. 

4) When putting the camera away, put it in its 
original box and store in a dry, cool place. A bag 
of silica gel, a drying agent, should be placed 
in the box with the camera. 

5) . Make a note of the camera lens number 
or body number and keep it in an inconspicuous 
place. The numbers will be of great help in 
case the camera is stelen. 

6) Always keep the film gate clean by dusting 
off the film gate area with a soft lens brush. 

7) The eyepiece and viewfinder should also 
receive the same care as the camera lens. 

8) It is not necessary to oil any part of the 
camera. 



co RICOH CO., LTD. 
5, 4-chom e, Ginza, Chuo-ku , Tokyo , Japan 

EUROPE OFFICE: 
Delftsestraat 27, Rotterdam , Holland 

RICOH INDUSTRIES, U.S.A., INC. 
432, Park Avenue South, New York 16, N.Y., U.S.A. 

PRI N TED IN JAPAN 02050 K.B.S. Q) 
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RICOH CAME A 
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